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INTRODUCTION
Brenda, this report has been customized for
you based on the results of your Color Code
Personality Assessment shown on the pie
chart to the left. We will refer back to these
results throughout the report. From your
answers, we have determined your innate
strengths and limitations, needs and wants,

Blue 38.81%
Yellow 38.11%
Red 20.15%
White 2.94%

and core and secondary colors. In addition to
heightening your self awareness, this report
will give you insights and suggestions on
creating more successful and rewarding
relationships, both personally and
professionally. To further your selfawareness, there are bonus exercises in the
Supplemental Information Section at the end
of this report.

THE SIGNIFICANCE OF COLOR
CODE
All life is about relationships and the success
of any endeavor, whether personal or
professional, often depends on how you
relate with the individuals involved.
Understanding yourself and others, and
learning how to properly leverage that
understanding, is a critical skill of success
that enormously benefits you and the people
with whom you interact. This is what your
Color Code report was designed to help you
accomplish. We encourage you to seriously consider how you can
apply this information to improve your relationships and life.

SECTION I: OVERVIEW OF THE COLOR CODE
THEORY
Before we get into the specifics of your personality, it’s important to
understand the Color Code paradigm. Color Code uses motive as the
principal means of identifying personality. Motive is the innermost
reason for your behavior and forms your innate personality.
Throughout this report we will refer to this innate motivation as your
driving core motive (DCM). It is important to know that your DCM is
not linked to heredity or environment. It is innate—you were born
with it. There are countless factors that influence your personality:
life experiences, family upbringing, education, cultural values, etc.
But none of those factors is stronger than—or can change—your
driving core motive. If you were to strip away all the other influences
that have affected your personality, you would be left with your
DCM. It is the most basic and fundamental part of your personality.

Other personality profiles measure your behaviors. While that can be
interesting and useful, it is only scratching the surface of your
personality. With the Color Code Personality Assessment, we don’t
merely identify what you do; we help you understand why you’re
doing it.
That is not to discount the other factors that make you who you are.
As you can see in the chart above, when combined with your innate
core personality (the part you were born with), your values,
behaviors, habits, and lifestyle all combine to build your character.
We will be discussing character later in this report, but for now we

are focusing on just your innate core personality, which is built
around your driving core motive.
There are four driving core motives. While that may sound overly
simplistic at first, let's make the following observation: The human
face has a very small number of variables (eyes, nose, mouth, chin,
etc.). However, there are an endless variety of faces produced within
the human race. Just as no two faces are exactly the same, even
when “limited” to only four driving core motives, no two personalities
are exactly the same either. The Color Code Personality Assessment
doesn’t categorize people into four groups—just what motivates
them.
Each driving core motive is represented by a color. There is no
significance to the colors themselves; they are just a tool used to
simplify a complex concept. The colors are used for ease in
conversation and memory. Throughout this report, you may see your
driving core motive referenced as your core color. Remember the
color is simply a representation of your DCM. It is important to note
that while you may possess strengths and limitations from each of
the four colors, you have only one core color. No DCM is positive or
negative in and of itself; it is simply a reflection of what is most
crucial to each individual.
Below you’ll find a short description of each of the four colors to
establish a base of understanding upon which we can build as we
continue through your report.

Summary of the Four Core Colors
REDS (Driving Core Motive: Power)
What does it mean to be motivated by power, as a Red?
Sometimes people think about power in terms of control. While it’s
true that Reds like to be in control of their circumstances and are
attracted to leadership opportunities, that’s not a very complete
picture of what power really means to Reds. To Reds, power
generally means the ability to move from “point A” to “point B”—and
to do it in the most direct and efficient way possible. The Spanish
and Portuguese translation for the word “power” as a verb is “poder”
which means, “to be able to do." That is a very fitting description of
what power means to a Red. They want to be productive and
efficient.
They seek productivity and need to look good to others. Simply
stated, Reds want their own way. They like to be in the driver's seat
and willingly pay the price to be in a leadership role. Reds value
whatever gets them ahead in life, whether it be in their careers,
school endeavors, or personal life. What Reds value, they get done.
They are often workaholics. They will, however, resist doing anything
that doesn't interest them.
Reds like to be right. They value approval from others for their
intelligence and practical approach to life, and want to be respected
for it. Reds are confident, proactive, and visionary, but can also be
arrogant, selfish, and insensitive. When you deal with Reds be
precise, factual, direct, and show no fear.

BLUES (Driving Core Motive: Intimacy)
What does it mean to be motivated by intimacy, as a Blue?
Being motivated by intimacy means that Blues like to connect with
others on a deep and meaningful level. Just ask any Blue how they
feel about people who are fake/superficial, and you will get quite a
strong reaction. Blues want nothing to do with those kinds of people,
because intimacy for a Blue is about truth, legitimacy, integrity,
loyalty, and sincerity. Most Blues will tell you that they can count the
number of their true friends on one hand, because those are the
people with whom they feel that real, intimate connection.

Blues need to be understood and appreciated. Everything they do is
quality-based. They are loyal friends, employers, and employees.
Whatever or whomever they commit to is their sole (and soul) focus.
They love to serve and give of themselves freely in order to nurture
others' lives.
Blues have distinct preferences and have the most controlling
personality. Their personal code of ethics is remarkably strong and
they expect others to live honest, committed lives as well. They
enjoy sharing meaningful moments in conversation as well as paying
close attention to special life events like birthdays and anniversaries.
Blues are dependable, thoughtful, and analytical, but can also be
self-righteous, worry-prone, and moody. When you deal with Blues
be sincere and make a genuine effort to understand and appreciate
them.

WHITES (Driving Core Motive: Peace)
What does it mean to be motivated by peace, as a White?
While it is true that most Whites are not typically big fans of conflict,
their definition of peace runs deeper than simply the absence of
conflict. To a White, peace is all about inner harmony and balance.
They don’t like to have that equilibrium disrupted. That’s why they
try to change the subject if you attempt to talk about something that
makes them feel insecure. They don’t want to stir things up inside.
They seek independence and require kindness. They resist
confrontation at all costs. To them, feeling good is more important
than being good. They are typically quiet by nature, and process
things very deeply and objectively with great clarity. Of all the
colors, Whites are the best listeners. They respect people who are
direct, but recoil from perceived hostility or verbal battle.
Whites need their alone time and they refuse to be controlled by
others. They want to do things their own way and in their own time.
They ask little of others and resent others demanding much of them.
Whites are much stronger than people think, but are not often seen
for their strength because they don't easily reveal their feelings.
Whites are even-tempered, diplomatic, and the voice of reason, but
can also be indecisive, unexpressive, and silently stubborn. When
you deal with Whites be kind, accept and support their individuality,

and look for non-verbal clues to understand their feelings.

YELLOWS (Driving Core Motive: Fun)
What does it mean to be motivated by fun, as a Yellow?
Fun does not simply mean that Yellows are seeking endless frivolity
and that they never take things seriously. People incorrectly assume
that Yellows don’t like structure, when in fact, they crave it. It only
looks like they resist it because most Yellows don’t know how to
create structure on their own. Fun to a Yellow actually means “living
in the moment.” It means that they enjoy the process of what they
are doing far more than the end result. That’s why Yellows are
generally so engaged and “present” when you are with them. They
are focused on the here and now and nothing else. Carpe diem or
“seize the day” is a Yellow way of life.
Yellows are inviting and embrace life as a party that they're hosting.
They love playful interaction and can be extremely sociable. They
are highly persuasive and seek instant gratification. Yellows need to
be adored and praised. While Yellows are carefree, they are sensitive
and highly alert to others' agendas to control them. Yellows typically
carry a good heart.
Yellows need to look good socially, and friendships command a high
priority in their lives. Yellows are happy, articulate, engaging of
others, and crave adventure. Easily distracted, they can never sit still
for long. They embrace each day in the present tense and choose to
be around people who, like themselves, enjoy a curious nature.
Yellows are charismatic, spontaneous, and positive, but can also be
irresponsible, obnoxious, and forgetful. When you deal with Yellows
take a positive, upbeat approach and promote light-hearted,
creative, and fun interactions.

Filters Impact Your Self-Expression
Despite the remarkable accuracy with which your driving core
motive describes your personality, you will always remain uniquely
yourself. Numerous "filters" affect self-expression within each of the
four colors. For example, consider introversion versus extroversion.
Some Blues are introverted (their best energy comes from being
alone) while other Blues are more extroverted (their best energy
comes during interaction with others). Other factors, while less
significant than DCM, are relevant in creating your unique
personality. They include: intelligence, birth order, gender, family
environment, and cultural forces.

Demographics
Our studies indicate that while different cultures promote and value
different color personalities, the general population in each culture
runs true to the following percentages:

These percentages vary widely by profession because certain job
responsibilities and performance expectations match better (or

worse) with various personality types. People are naturally attracted
to work that best suits their unique skills and personal preferences.

SECTION II: YOUR RESULTS

You are a Blue
Congratulations, Brenda, your core color of Blue means you have the
driving core motive of intimacy.
While you may not possess all the intricate nuances of the Blue
personality—each Blue is different—all Blues share the same driving
core motive of intimacy that determines how they see and interact
with the world around them. In our context, intimacy means
connecting with others on a deep and meaningful level. For you, life
is far more about relationships and meaning than creating empires.
As a Blue, you need to be good morally, meaning you need to do
the right thing for the right reason. Of all the personality colors, you
come naturally equipped with the strongest sense of integrity. You
are trustworthy. You would rather lose than cheat. If leadership were
solely a function of ethics, you would always be in a position of
power.
Your strong moral code makes your loyalty, in both your personal
and professional lives, unquestionable. You thrive in committed
relationships and give freely of yourself. As with most Blues, you
prefer doing for others more than solely for yourself. You may, for
instance, hold doors open for people, offer a ride when someone’s
car breaks down, contribute to charities, or find countless other ways
of helping people.
You often exceed others’ expectations in your job performance
because you deem the quality of your work to be indicative of your
loyalty. Quality and integrity are so important, you struggle when
others ask you to “cut corners” or produce an inferior outcome.
You are very exacting and find details an important aspect of your
daily routine. It frustrates you when others refuse to take the time to

be properly organized. An interesting paradox is that because of your
strong sense of organization and attention to detail, as well as your
analytical skills, you often err in thinking of yourself as logical rather
than emotional.
Because you are so morally committed, you expect others to be so
as well. You can be highly demanding, and expect others to be as
perfectionistic as you are. Your demands can render the
relationships you so highly value, dysfunctional.
You work hard with an eye on quality. Your need to have the work
done “right” (as you believe only you can do it) creates challenges
with delegation. You sacrifice personal time in order to stick with a
project until it is completed according to your specifications. Only
then can you let it go and enjoy yourself without worry. Learning to
delegate will allow you to breathe easier and enjoy life more
abundantly.
You need to be understood and will often go to great lengths to
help others know you. You feel gratified when others listen to your
stories. You are notorious for your candor and willingness to share—
even to the tune of publicly revealing your inadequacies—because
you value being known and understood so much. In your eyes, being
vulnerable is a small price to pay for the chance to connect
emotionally. In conversation, you look for validation that others are
following your train of thought and can probably be heard asking,
“Do you know what I mean?” (or something similar) several times
throughout any given conversation.
Your love of expressing your thoughts and feelings comes with a set
of opposing problems, which leaves either you or others feeling
frustrated. You believe more is more and you have a tendency to
over-explain yourself. You want to be sure others know exactly what
you mean. It can be frustrating and exhausting for others to listen to
you state your opinion over and over again. However, when you
make the effort to not over-explain, you are often left worrying that
you will be misunderstood. When combined with your already worryprone personality, the fear that someone may have misunderstood
you is enough to keep you up at night.
If you are asked, “How are you?” you believe the question is not just

a mere formality, but the person asking really wants to know…
because you do. When others share an experience with you, you are
able to feel what they are, or were, feeling at that time. People often
comment on how caring you are and how much they appreciate you
for your depth of understanding. You tend to remember feelings and
thoughts shared in conversation and are willing to give each
interaction you have time to run its course. You often invite deep
conversation.
You need to be appreciated. Blues love to serve others. While
other colors can develop very caring qualities and learn to give of
themselves, for Blues it just comes naturally. You think of others
before you think of yourself. You are often more aware of the needs
of those around you than you are of your own. Should you ever need
an oxygen mask on an airplane, you would have a difficult time
following the admonition to get yourself situated first before you help
others. You help because you love to do it and you want to make the
world a better place. Nothing can beat the feeling you get from
lifting someone in need…except maybe a sincere thank you from
those you help. You expect a sincere thank you, especially when
genuinely linked to someone you value or have tried to assist. The
key word here is “sincere.” Anything less is hollow and lacks depth.
Your attention to detail and quality makes life easier for those
around you. Because those strengths come naturally to you, others
often don’t realize how hard you work to make everything run
smoothly. They don’t see the thought and planning you put in to
everything you do. Watching others take advantage of your efforts
without stopping to comment and appreciate them is very hurtful to
you. However, rather than voice your frustration (like a Red would),
you tend to let it build up until you become resentful. Ever the
martyr, you may find yourself going to greater and greater lengths
to be helpful, just to see when (and if) your efforts will FINALLY be
noticed. And whoever forgot to thank you better watch out, because
no one can hold a grudge like a wronged Blue.
You need to be accepted. For you, life is best experienced with a
personal connection. You appreciate being remembered on your
birthday and other special days, especially if the remembrance is
personal. You need to be cared for and have others in your life that

you care about. Life is measured more in people of substance than
material possessions. Only when you have been hurt too deeply will
you abandon your deep commitment to people and your own
personal development.
Blues thrive when they are part of a group. Their natural strengths
tend to be people-related—no other color requires others the way
Blues do. They love feeling included and making sure others feel
comfortable and included as well. Blues love hosting parties and
events. Not only do they get to plan every last detail, but they also
get to be in charge of all their guests! They pay attention to
important events and dates and love to celebrate others’
accomplishments. Blues crave approval and whether it’s coming
from a team, office, book club, or family, being accepted as part of a
group validates that desire for approval and belonging.
Within a family, you were the kind of child every parent hopes for.
You were obedient, loving, and always eager to please. You felt
deeply attached emotionally and needed to seek approval and
affection from your parents. If you occasionally needed scolding, the
effect was devastating, because you had enough guilt to punish
yourself. You appreciated all the attention your parents bestowed
and remember each game and school function they attended, and
each sacrifice they made for you along the way.
You, and the life you lead, impact others. You have been given
tremendous gifts and the desire that is essential for making this
world a better place. You will make a difference, and the only choice
you have in the matter is whether the difference you make will be to
enhance or limit others’ quality of life. You innately bring caring and
empathy. Others turn to you for advice and guidance because of
your strong moral compass. If used correctly, your strengths will
uplift others and help them live meaningful, ethical lives. You bring
quality to everything you do, and your depth enriches others’ lives in
a way no one else can.

Your Secondary Color
It is essential to your life effectiveness that you embrace the
powerful gifts of your DCM, and recognize that while you always
have the ability to enhance it by developing new dimensions of

yourself, you can never change it, or become another color.
It is possible, however, for people to have a secondary color that
influences their personality. While the influence of a secondary color
can be strong, it is still not as significant as your DCM. Think of it this
way, your DCM is like breathing, while a secondary color is like
walking. Walking certainly is a very important element of people's
lives, but not nearly as critical as breathing.
Your results indicate that you have a Yellow secondary color. There
are advantages and disadvantages to this. The major advantage is
that people with a strong secondary color can naturally work to
develop the positive traits of that color. In your case, Brenda, you
should pursue the development of the strengths of the Yellow
personality, as they will make you even more effective as a person.
The disadvantage of possessing a secondary color is the challenge it
presents to being true to your Blue core—you may send mixed
signals. One moment you will act Blue while another moment you
will act Yellow. This behavior can confuse people and make it difficult
for them to know how you will react to any given situation. In other
words, you may appear to be more inconsistent than would a purist
—someone who does not possess a strong secondary color.
Your core Blue and Yellow secondary are driven from a strong
emotional orientation. You enjoy life with an artistic flare and are
prone to taking “side trips” in order to appreciate more fully what
others pass by without having noticed. Life is not just about
completing tasks, although you are very committed and able to
complete assignments consistently. You see life as more about
meaning and people than mere task completion. For example, at
work you enjoy the camaraderie involved in task completion much
more than simply doing your work. You seek team involvement.
People like you and feel drawn to open up to you emotionally. You
take the time to share yourself and hear their story. You are highly
competent at doing quality projects and appreciate when others can
understand the high caliber of your work. To you, life is best
experienced in the heart rather than the mind. If you can’t feel the
interaction, it has much less importance for you. You are highly
intuitive and able to sense another’s agenda when you engage them.

You often read people on numerous (and deep) levels but your
engaging style appears more superficial than it truly is.
While emotion is your greatest strength, it can also be your greatest
limitation. You are so in touch with your emotions, that negative
ones such as hurt and fear have the ability to paralyze you. You lack
an internal rational perspective and must seek peers who can offer
that logical viewpoint when you are caught up in your emotions. You
struggle to let go of negative feelings once they have lodged inside
you and can become emotionally detached or withdrawn, which
sends a completely different message from who you really are and
who you want to be.
The vast diversity of your personality brings tremendous breadth to
what you are able to create and accomplish. You see life from a
broad range of perspectives. While that diversity can be a huge
strength, it can also set you up for a lifetime of internal struggle. You
may take on a project with a Yellow flare only to move quickly into
Blue worry mode when you realize that you will be unable to
complete the assignment once you have all the information. You
may then flip into Yellow again with great enthusiasm for what you
are being asked to do and use your Blue tenacity to complete the
work. It is a highly volatile roller coaster ride, one that is hard
enough for you to follow, let alone those around you. Once you learn
to understand yourself and play to the strengths of both your
primary and secondary colors, you can successfully smooth out the
ride for yourself and others. You have to be kind with yourself and
learn how to look at your life challenges from a logical perspective.
You often open up to others rather quickly only to become frustrated
when they judge you or refuse to share themselves. You need people
and yet you can become so irritated with them when they don’t
perform in ways you deem appropriate, that you write them off.
Remember that people may find your changing emotions difficult to
accept. They may distrust you because they can’t always predict
how you will react. Commit to living life optimistically but keep doing
things with quality and enjoying deep relationships. You can enjoy
life from a uniquely intimate perspective as long as you select the
best traits from your blended personality.

Your Needs and Wants
As a Blue with Yellow, you will find that you have a mixture of the
natural needs and wants typical of both the Blue and Yellow
personalities. The following table lists the needs and wants of both:

To be good morally
To be appreciated
To be understood
To receive acceptance

To reveal insecurities
To enjoy security
To be autonomous
To please others

To look good socially
To gain general approval
To be adored
To be happy

To hide insecurities loosely
To be free
To have playful adventure
To be noticed

You may or may not feel that you possess all of the needs and wants
listed above. Therefore, cross out the needs and wants that don't
quite seem to fit you, and circle the top two or three that you feel are
most critical to you. Remember, even though there are only four
core colors, no two people are exactly alike. Needs and wants do
tend to fluctuate somewhat from one person to the next, especially
when a secondary color is present. It is a healthy practice to
communicate your top needs and wants to those with whom you are
interested in creating a more dynamic relationship.

Your Strengths and Limitations
The following table outlines your personality traits, according to your
responses on the Color Code Personality Assessment. They make up
your unique personality. As you can see, your personality is
comprised of characteristics from more than just your core color.
Those characteristics outside of your core color may be due to your
secondary color, if you have one, or they may be traits you’ve
developed because of the filters discussed previously.

intuitive
nurturing
loyal
intimate

forgiving
spontaneous
enthusiastic
flexible
inclusive

motivated
visionary
determined
responsible
a leader

emotionally intense
guilt prone
a perfectionist
worry prone
self-critical
overly sensitive
low self-esteem
unrealistic
expectations

self-centered
naive
vain
impulsive

tactless
insensitive
argumentative

balanced

It is important to your personal and professional development that
you embrace the strengths of these other colors and work on
overcoming the limitations. We call this process becoming
“charactered” and will be discussing it in the next section. See
Exercise II | Supplemental Information

SECTION III: SELF-DEVELOPMENT

Self-development is a critical step to life success. Studies have
proven time and again that Emotional Intelligence (EQ) is four times
more important to your life success than Intelligence Quotient (IQ).
EQ is the capacity to be aware of, control, and express one’s
emotion, and to handle interpersonal relationships judiciously and
empathetically. In other words, EQ equals character.
Character is essentially anything we learn to think, feel, or do that
doesn’t come naturally from our innate personality and requires an
effort to develop. It is predominately character, not personality, that
determines the quality of our lives.
Building your character—or the strengths that you personally stretch
to acquire outside of your Blue core—will improve your life and your
ability to create more successful personal and professional
relationships. This section is specifically designed to help you work
on becoming more charactered. However, before you can move to
that level, you must first work on strengthening your self-awareness
and “being you” more consistently.

Congruence
Now that you have a clear awareness of your innate strengths and
limitations, as defined by your driving core motive, you can focus on
"being you" more consistently. Congruence—or acting in harmony
with who you innately are—strengthens your self-awareness. When
you get out of bed in the morning, isn't it nice to know that the sun is
going to rise in the east? We value congruence and knowing that
some things and people remain constant. Part of your being effective
with others is demonstrating consistency in who you are when
interacting with them.
In the process of personal development, congruence is the first step

because you must work on getting comfortable with who you are
before you can move on to developing positive character traits that
you don't naturally possess. Trying to grow without first coming into
harmony with yourself would be like the Wright Brothers trying to fly
without first understanding the laws of physics. Becoming a better
you by adding to your personality is crucial, but don't forget the
power of your core color or minimize the value of who you are by
giving up your core altogether. To do so would be extremely limiting
to you and your life.
Once you have mastered congruence, meaning you feel and are
seen by others as being who you say you are, you are ready to move
on to developing positive character. In other words, first get yourself
and then get beyond yourself by developing “muscle” in other areas
of your life.
See Exercise I and II Supplemental Information

The Charactered Path
There are four basic behavior patterns. They are Charactered,
Healthy, Unhealthy, and Dysfunctional. If people fall under the
Charactered pattern, they are exhibiting positive traits outside of
their core color. In the Healthy pattern, they are exhibiting positive
traits inside their core color. In the Unhealthy pattern, they are
exhibiting negative traits inside their core color. In the Dysfunctional
pattern, they are exhibiting negative traits outside their core color.
While we may
operate in all four
patterns at any
given time, most
people commonly
find themselves in
one of three blends
of these basic
patterns. They live
predominantly in
the realm of
CharacteredHealthy, Healthy-Unhealthy, or Unhealthy-Dysfunctional. The
following is an illustration of this concept and an indication of where
your natural personality traits are plotted, based on your assessment
answers.

forgiving
spontaneous
enthusiastic
flexible
inclusive
motivated
visionary
determined
responsible
a leader
balanced

intuitive
nurturing
loyal
intimate

emotionally intense
guilt prone
a perfectionist
worry prone
self-critical
overly sensitive
low self-esteem
unrealistic expectations

self-centered
naive
vain
impulsive
tactless
insensitive
argumentative

When you look at the chart above, it is important to remember that

your profile does NOT put you in a box. It only creates selfawareness, the starting point of positive change. Also, the traits that
you see listed under each category are innate—they’re part of your
natural personality. It is important to remember that when you took
the profile, your selections were based on your earliest recollection.
You may have already begun to change some or even many of the
limitations listed above.
It is NEVER wise to give up your DCM. While it is essential to
move away from the limitations of any color, it is just as
important to keep “the good stuff” as well. Be true to your core
Blue, but seek to develop the strengths of the other three colors
too.
Whether people around you are familiar with the Color Code or
not, they will sense that something is not right about you when
your actions stem from limitations outside of your core color.
Work on eliminating these limitations first.
Get feedback from others, because they typically will see you
more accurately than you see yourself—for both your strengths
and your limitations.
This is a process, not an event. Do not expect to change
overnight. Think about it in terms of dieting mentally. The best
way to be successful is to consistently work at making progress,
no matter how small it may seem.
The more charactered you become, the more valuable you are to
yourself, your employer, and to other significant people in your life.
The journey is definitely worth it.

Leveraging Your Yellow for Growth
The greatest amount of incongruence in your personality comes from
the limitations present in colors other than your core. What this
means to you specifically is that your Yellow limitations are probably
holding you back even more than your Blue limitations. In fact,
because your Yellow limitations are so incongruent with your Blue
core, when they surface through your behavior they always make
your strengths seem non-genuine to others. The bright side is that

the strengths from your Yellow will always enhance your personality.
The key is to continue leveraging all of your strengths while not
being inhibited by your limitations. While minimizing the limitations
of your secondary color may be more easily said than done, it is
possible to do if you commit to always remaining vigilant and making
a concentrated effort not to exhibit them. See Exercise III |
Supplemental Information
To be successful at lessening the impact of your secondary Yellow
limitations, explain to a few people at work and home that you are
working to correct certain behaviors and. if they see you behaving
contrary to your objective, it is their assignment to point out your
inappropriate behavior in order to help you change. To make this
process work, you will need to first commit yourself to being humble
and accepting their feedback (after all, you put them in this
situation). It is also essential that the people you choose are people
with whom you have established a trusting and open relationship.

Development Tasks to Consider As a Blue
The following list includes action items for you to pursue in your
professional and personal life. Identify what you should START doing,
STOP doing, and CONTINUE doing as a Blue to reap more happiness
and success.

Start:
Trusting your intuitive instincts
Speaking up and challenging your boss more assertively
Delegating your workload to others, rather than thinking you can do projects better
than others
Stop:
Personalizing comments made about your performance
Being so critical of your work performance
Getting caught up in petty issues and conflict
Continue:
Completing quality work
Seeing yourself as an integral part of the team
Being responsible with your commitments

Start:
Taking time to do the activities you enjoy most in life
Risking more by trying new experiences (i.e. food, people, travel)
Believing that you really are as good as everyone sees you
Stop:
Being so self-critical
Worrying about the events or problems that will never happen
Thinking you have to make everyone else happy
Continue:
Maintaining your friendships by calling and connecting with people
Your quest for personal development
Doing the things that you know you should be doing

Start:
Articulating feelings clearly
Trusting that everything will work out as it’s supposed to
Living in the moment
Stop:
Over analyzing what your significant other says
Trying to make your significant other be like you
Imposing your unrealistic expectations on your significant other
Continue:
Being committed and providing a sense of security
Performing special and thoughtful acts for your significant other
Looking for new ways to spice up the most important part of your life

SECTION IV: BUILDING RELATIONSHIPS
This section will give you a general explanation of the different
relationship possibilities in the Color Code as well as focus
specifically on how your core Blue interacts with the other colors so
you can build and nurture more meaningful relationships. Before we
start however, there are three essential tips that we’d like to
mention:
1. There is no “right” or “wrong” or “best” relationship combination.
2. Any color can work with, live with, parent, date, marry, etc. any other color.
3. To make any relationship work, both parties should strive to take 100% responsibility
for the success of the relationship. Remember, you cannot control whether somebody
else will ever choose to change. The only person you can control is yourself.

Interpersonal Relationship Styles
Now that we’ve established those key points, let’s take a closer look
at how the four colors interact innately. The following diagram does
not take into consideration such factors as the individual differences
— including healthy and unhealthy traits — between one Blue or
another. It simply shows how the colors relate to each other in their
purest forms. This will help you begin to understand what you can
expect in your relationships and how to navigate them more
successfully.

Complementary Opposites: Red/White & Blue/Yellow
These are the most natural connections. You will notice that both
pairings have the same base of either logic or emotion. Each pairing
also has one controlling and one non-controlling personality type.
These combinations don’t struggle with logical versus emotional
incompatibilities, nor will there be a struggle over who’s in charge.
Complementary Similarities: Red/Yellow & Blue/White
While these relationships are not usually as natural of a connection
as the Complimentary Opposites, they do mesh together fairly well.
There is a potential for logic versus emotion conflict, but typically no
power struggle.
Comfortable Opposites: Yellow/White
This is exactly what it’s billed to be—a comfortable relationship.

Since neither color is controlling, they typically enjoy each other’s
company very much and can free flow very naturally. The main
problem here is getting one or the other to take charge and lead the
relationship, because neither naturally feels the desire to do so.
Non-Complementary Opposites: Red/Blue
By nature, this is the most difficult—but also one of the most
dynamic—relationship combinations. There can be a constant logic
vs. emotion struggle as well as the most potential for a fight for
control. However, when this relationship works, it is very hard to
beat, because both parties show up, pay their dues, and get things
done.

Your Connections
Following are brief descriptions of what you can expect when you
connect with another person. Again, we want to stress that this does
not factor in secondary colors, filters, or other personality influences.
These descriptions are based on your innate driving core motive.
BLUE/BLUE—CLOSE & COMFORTABLE
A Blue/Blue relationship is wrought with emotion. You feel the other’s
pain and will take his problems on as your own. You can also be
extremely hard on yourself and your Blue partner because of your
high expectations. You often question whether you measure up to
the ideal picture of what you and your life should be like. Try to be
easier on yourself and on each other. Remember that perfectionism
can block productivity.
You share a concern for quality and detail. Whatever task you take
on will be done well and on time. Blues follow through. You both
share a desire for getting tasks done before moving on to other
things.
Blues often feel like they are the ones doing all of the giving in both
personal and professional relationships. With another Blue you will
feel a more balanced and mutual commitment and you will both find
it easy to be considerate and sensitive to each other’s needs.
If you find your relationship becoming too intense emotionally, look

for an outlet—perhaps a Yellow friend—to lighten the mood.
BLUE/RED—BLOOD SWEAT & TEARS
No other combination of personalities must work harder to create a
successful relationship than Blue/Red, yet it can be the most
dynamic of all the relationship blends. There really is nothing a
Blue/Red team cannot accomplish once they unite. This
relationship’s greatest strength is that Reds like to plan the big
picture, while Blues take care of quality and details. You each have
strengths that, when taken as a whole, form a complete team.
Blues and Reds are both committed and driven to succeed. You are
both highly controlling, but (despite what you read about Reds) you
are often the most controlling in this relationship. As a Blue, your
control is based on emotion while your Red partner’s control is based
on logic. This can be your biggest struggle. For this relationship to
succeed you must allow each other to do the things you are best at
without offering any negative judgment. Try not to take personally
the criticism that Reds are noted for. Focus on what is right rather
than who is right and you will make an unbeatable pairing.
BLUE/WHITE—GENTLE PERSUASION
There is much mutual compatibility in a Blue/White relationship. As a
Blue you are emotional, while your White partner is logical. Your
tendency to be emotional and the White’s preference for logical
processing can create problems. You will feel as if he is being too
robotic and not human enough, and he will view you as being overly
emotional and irrational. If you can learn to appreciate each other’s
perspectives, however, you can take these natural differences and
leverage them into something very positive and complementary.
As a Blue, you crave communication. Whites are non-communicative.
Find a way to express your need for frequent and quality-oriented
conversation.
There exists the possibility of becoming too complacent in a
Blue/White relationship. As you become comfortable with each other,
you might settle into the same routines and habits. Decide as a pair
that you will try new things so that you can keep that forward

momentum going.
BLUE/YELLOW—HAND IN GLOVE
Blue/Yellow relationships have the capacity for forming a strong
emotional connection.
Both of you are extremely creative, but in different ways. You are
creative aesthetically. Quality, and the concrete, sequential steps
that need to be taken to accomplish an objective are important to
you. A Yellow’s creativity tends to be abstract and out-of-the-box,
adding a lot of pizzazz and excitement to any project.
Yellows will usually rely heavily on you to provide quality, followthrough, and detail on a day-to-day basis. You will rely on Yellows to
provide a lot of positive energy to help lift you up out of your
occasional gloomy pessimism.
A real obstacle in this relationship is that you can become too
interdependent. Try to maintain a healthy balance between building
a deeply connected relationship and finding time for your individual
pursuits and interests.

Color Bias
It isn’t unusual to have some measure of color bias. Reds are
annoyed with a Blue’s tendency to over articulate. A Blue is
frustrated by a Red’s insensitivity. A Yellow might find Whites to be
boring. Whites? Well…they prefer their own company.
Example
John Doe is Red and he struggles most with Whites. He feels that
they bring no value to his team because “they’re just so
indecisive and directionless that I constantly have to push them if
I ever want anything done.” If John were to accept responsibility
for his relationships, he would need to look at what about himself
is causing his ineffectiveness with Whites. With an increased level
of self-awareness, he might discover that he can be an extremely
abrasive and explosive individual who can’t control his temper or
the urge to force confrontation with team members. He is
actually perpetuating his own problem by creating an

environment in which Whites will refuse to engage him. If he
owned his problem and worked on creating the same urgency but
with diplomacy and respect instead of fear and dominance, he
would have the power to change his effectiveness with the
Whites on his team, which would enhance his personal
relationships as well as make him much more valuable
professionally.
If you identify a color bias of your own, it is important that you
recognize it as a limitation—yours…not theirs. Each color has its own
set of needs that is not any less valid than your own. If you don’t
agree with those needs or if you find them annoying, it is your
responsibility to modify your thinking rather than trying to modify
their behavior. See Exercise IV | Supplemental Information
The following tables provide a convenient summary of do’s and
don’ts for building new or improving existing relationships with each
color.

Conclusion
Congratulations, Brenda, you have taken the first step to building
stronger self-awareness and better relationships using the
knowledge of the Color Code.
To recap, you have learned that your driving core motive came with
you at birth, and that you personally are motivated by Intimacy. You
identified your innate strengths and limitations as a core Blue and
evaluated your Yellow traits. (Add if there is a secondary color) You
learned that to experience the most fulfilled life, and to embark on
your journey of self-improvement, you must first become congruent
with yourself by identifying and acting in harmony with your innate
personality.
Keep in mind that self-improvement is a process, not an event, and
takes time to master. By taking the Color Code Assessment you are
now armed with the tools to help you in this process of not only selfawareness, but awareness of those around you. Brenda,
congratulations again on completing the first step!

SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION
BONUS MATERIAL
Your Comprehensive Personality Assessment comes with the
following to help you better understand and apply the Color Code in
both personal and professional settings. Use these resources in
conjunction with your assessment results and development
exercises to create a custom training experience that works with
your schedule and allows you to work on improving areas that
matter to you.

Personal Development
All About Your Color (MP3)
Listen as the author of The People Code, Dr. Taylor Hartman
explains the diﬀerent personalities of the Color Code in an
entertaining and enlightening way. Then complete the
“Evaluating

Your

Relationships”

assessment results and develop
relationships important to you.

worksheet
a

plan

for

in

your

improving

Relationship Training Videos
Building on the previous development resource and exercise,
these videos are designed to help you understand in greater
detail how you relate to the other personality types, and how
to apply this newfound knowledge in your relationships. Next,
review the “Building Relationships” Section of your
Assessment and write down the “musts” and “must nots” for
each Color Personality.
The Anger Cycle
This video by subject matter expert, Jeremy Daniel, explains
how each color reacts to anger, and gives invaluable tips on
how to self-regulate. After watching the video, take a moment
to reﬂect on your anger triggers/reactions and how you can
self-regulate in the future using the new knowledge the video
provides.

Playing Life to Win
Excerpted from Playing Life to Win and narrated by Dr. Taylor
Hartman of The People Code , this audio presentation will oﬀer
additional insights in building character to enhance the
quality of your life. Then, complete the “Harnessing Your
Innate Gifts” section of your exercises.
You and Your Color (PDF)
This six-page synopsis gives you a greater understanding of
your color as it pertains to childhood, the workplace,
parenting and more. After reading, identify those in your life
that conform to the descriptions and use your new Color Code
knowledge to begin a new and healthier relationship.

Professional Development
Color Code and EQ—Video
Nearly everyone has heard of IQ (Intelligence Quotient).
Unfortunately, far fewer people are familiar with the concept
of EQ (Emotional Quotient). This video explains what EQ is,
why it’s important for your success, and how to develop it.
Coaching by the Numbers—eBook
Coaching can be one of the most rewarding experiences you
have in your interactions with other people. The results that
can come from an effective coach can be life changing.
Workplace Culture—eBook
Learn how to foster a company culture that will allow you to
retain your top talent, and ensure the ﬁt of diverse
individuals.
Test Yourself—eBook
These twelve scenarios written by certiﬁed SHRM HR experts
will test your skills at Color Code implementation. Each
scenario is based on a real life incident in a corporate setting.

Employee Communication Cheat Sheet—pdf
This cheat sheet is a great tool to leave on or very near your
desk. Refer to it frequently when communicating with staﬀ or
coworkers.

EXERCISES FOR Brenda
Exercise I | Harnessing Your Innate Gifts
Brenda, the intention of this activity is to help you make the most of
your innate gifts in all colors while minimizing the impact of your
innate limitations. To do this, look below at the traits that make up
your personality. There are wonderful qualities listed here, and also
some not-so-wonderful qualities. Take a moment to identify the
three strengths in any color that you feel make your professional life
the most successful. List them on the lines provided below in order of
their value to your success. Now, identify and list in order the three
limitations in any color that you feel are most detrimental to your
professional life. Repeat this exercise for your personal life. What
you choose may or may not be the same. Ask others for their
feedback. Do they agree with you? If not, ask them why.

forgiving
spontaneous
enthusiastic
flexible
inclusive

intuitive
nurturing
loyal
intimate

motivated
visionary
determined
responsible
a leader

Top Three Professional
Strengths:

Top Three Personal
Strengths:

1. __________________________

1.
__________________________

2. __________________________

2.
__________________________

3. __________________________

3.
__________________________

emotionally intense
guilt prone
a perfectionist
worry prone
self-critical
overly sensitive
low self-esteem
unrealistic expectations

self-centered
naive
vain
impulsive

tactless
insensitive
argumentative

balanced

Top Three Professional
Limitations:

Top Three Personal
Limitations:

1. __________________________

1.
__________________________

2. __________________________

2.
__________________________

3. __________________________

3.
__________________________

Exercise II | Understanding Your Driving Core Motive
Brenda, before you can successfully develop yourself, you must be
sure that you understand, accept, and embrace your own driving
core motive of Intimacy To do this, consider the following:
1.

Do you consistently act true to behaviors associated with
your Blue core color?
This has to do with the level to which you value and accept
yourself. Sometimes life, societal events, and/or our own biases
can cause us to try to be someone we're not. Being a Blue and
acting otherwise is like being a runner who was told he could run
faster racing in cowboy boots than his running shoes. No matter
how hard he tried, he would not be nearly as fast as he could be
by using the proper gear. While this may seem like a far-fetched
example, it's not too distant from the truth: when we act like
something we're not, we can never get as far as we would if we
first accepted ourselves for who we innately are and then began
to work on personal improvement.

2.

If you feel like your driving core motive doesn't fit, you
need to find out why, because whether you believe it or
not, your life will be limited if you don't.
Try to find powerful life events that could be influencing your
perspective. For example, you may have had parents who didn't
value Blue characteristics or maybe you've been hurt by another
Blue and have made a conscious effort to not be like him or her.
Remember that no one color is better or worse than another.
They all have value and the power to influence others positively
OR negatively. What's important is that you understand that Blue
is a great color to be and that it's ultimately up to you if you want
to leave a positive legacy in life.

3.

Another way of knowing if you are being true to your
driving core motive is to ask others around you if they see
you as being Blue.
In this case, you must remember that it isn't necessarily as

important that they see you as being true to your color as it is to
know why they see you as they do. For example, let's say a Red
is seen by her peers as being Blue because she is amazingly
thoughtful and nurturing to others. Assuming that the person
from the example is exuding those positive Blue behaviors IN
ADDITION to being appropriately true to her Red core, she has
become more charactered in the areas of being thoughtful and
nurturing. Contrast that positive example with a Red who is seen
as being Blue because she is guilt-prone and afraid to take risks.
Whether or not she sees it, going against her nature to act
negatively will cost her dearly.

Exercise III | Secondary Colors
Brenda, look at your Yellow strengths shown in Section II of this
report. Circle the traits most critical to your success in life. Transfer
them to the diagram below (you may or may not use all of the
spaces provided). Now look at your Yellow limitations. Circle the
traits that are the most damaging to your life success. Transfer them
to the diagram below.

Exercise IV | Evaluating Your Relationships
Brenda, the purpose of this activity is to get you thinking about some
of your most important relationships and to help you evaluate how
committed you are to developing relationships in general.
1.

Who has been the most positive influence on your life?
Think of one individual from your personal life and one from your
professional life (they may be the same person) who currently
has exerted the most positive influence on you by valuing you or
validating your life in a positive way.
____________________________________________________ ____________________________________________________
Name (Personal)

Core Color

____________________________________________________ ____________________________________________________
Name (Professional)

Core Color

Why did you choose these people?
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________

2.

Who limits your effectiveness?
Think of one individual from your personal life and one from your
professional life (they may be the same person) who currently
blocks/limits your effectiveness.
____________________________________________________ ____________________________________________________
Name (Personal)

Core Color

____________________________________________________ ____________________________________________________
Name (Professional)

Core Color

Why did you choose these people?
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________

3.

Who do you value and promote?
Think of one individual from your personal life and one from your
professional life (they may be the same person) who you
currently value and promote in a positive manner.
____________________________________________________ ____________________________________________________
Name (Personal)

Core Color

____________________________________________________ ____________________________________________________
Name (Professional)

Core Color

Why did you choose these people?
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________

4.

Who do you not understand/support?
Think of one individual from your personal life and one from your
professional life (they may be the same person) who you do not

understand and have not been able to value or promote in a
positive manner.
____________________________________________________ ____________________________________________________
Name (Personal)

Core Color

____________________________________________________ ____________________________________________________
Name (Professional)

Core Color

Why did you choose these people?
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________

5.

Are you committed to developing relationships?
How committed are you to improving the quality of your
relationships?
1

2

3

4

5

Why did you choose these people?
(Circle one. On a scale of 1-5, 1 being lowest and 5 being
highest.)
Why or why not?
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
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